
Field Trip for GeoExplore app  
 
This document is a form with guidance for the information we need to publish your 
field trip in the GeoExplore app.


Name

Email

Organisation

Fieldtrip Name

 (max 19 characters)

2 letter prefix for siteID’s


Principle aim of field trip

e.g. Mapping, Structural … 

(max 25 characters)

Approximate walking distance in km


Brief overview of field trip (120 word limit)

This is the text that is displayed when the user touches the information button in the 
menu of available custom field trips in the app….
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Field trip map 

The field trip map should be supplied as a JPEG image. 
As a guide the size of the image for the map should not exceed 5000 pixels on its 
longest side and not be less than 1000 pixels on the shortest side. 
 
The map image should be obtained from an open map source (e.g. 
OpenStreetMap). You may supply a custom drawn map, but please ensure that it 
uses a WSG84 projection, as the app will display a GPS position controlled 
navigation icon over the map. GPS uses WSG84 projection. 
 
You do not need to mark your sites on the map as the app does that for you 

 
 
You may provide an optional overlay map, for example, this could provide the 
geology or indicate features of interest. The overlay graphic must be identical in 
size to the map and use PNG format to support transparency. The app will display 
the overlay at 50% opacity. Make sure you read ‘Creating Overlay Information’.


 

 
 
Position of the map 
It is important for these to be correct to give accurate user location on the map! 
 
NW corner of map:


 
SE corner of map: 

File name of your map

File name of overlay

latitude use decimal format

longitude use decimal format

latitude use decimal format

longitude use decimal format
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Field Trip Sites


To accompany your map for the field trip you need to supply one document of 
information for each site to be visited along with an overall introduction to the trip.  
 
In the app these documents are PDF’s so it would be beneficial if you could 
provide PDF’s, but we can convert Word documents to PDF for you.

 
When you prepare your documents bear in mind they will be viewed in the main on 
the small screen of a smartphone. So avoid small font size text and large quantities 
of solid text. Keep information to the point and use photos and diagrams by all 
means. Take a good look at the examples currently used in GeoExplore field trips 
(the Black Mts trip works well in particular). These can be viewed in GeoExplore 
itself or viewed/downloaded from the deeptime web site.   
https://deeptime.voyage/field-trips/


 
 
 
Next complete the table of information on the following page. 

Site ID should be prefixed with the two letter site ID you supplied on page 1 
Site name - keep it short 
Give latitude and longitude of the site preferably in decimal format  
e.g. 51.6589  -3.0789 
You may also provide an OS Grid Ref for trips in the UK. 
Document file name is the file name of the document of information for the site.


Exposure file for sub-sites is the file name for a JPEG format image of the site. 
This is only needed in a case where your site has a number of sub-sites which are 
too close to differentiate on the map or by GPS. An example would be a quarry or 
cliff section, where you want investigations made at specific locations along the 
exposure. Your field trip can consist of just one site with sub-sites, or 
combinations of sites and sites with sub-sites - see page 5 for handling this. 

File name of field trip introduction 
document:
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SiteID Site name Latitude Long. Grid ref 

(UK)
Document 
file name

Exposure file

for sub-sites
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Sub-sites

 
An example of this can be found in the Lickey Hills field trip, where LK1 site opens 
with a large image (reproduced below). In the app this image is nearly 7000 pixels 
wide and so able to convey quite fine detail over a large space. The image 
highlights 4 places for investigation, with linked documents. There is also a link 
(button) to the site introduction document.




If you do not supply an image for sub-sites with the artwork included along the 
lines above, then please provide a supplementary image showing the location of 
your sub-sites and we will add the fancy graphics for your locations. 

To ensure the correct document files are assigned to the correct sub-sites, please 
adopt a file naming convention for the sub-site documents in the following way. 
Using the example above of Site LK!, the documents would be named LK1A, 
LK1B, LK1C, LK1D and LK1introduction


When should a site be split into sub-sites? 
 
There is no rigid specification. In practice once you are dealing with two locations 
more than about 50 metres apart, they would probably best be assigned as two 
unique sites. At that distance GPS should have no problem in distinguishing them 
and unless your map is very small, they should be visible and selectable via the 
site icons on the map. Where site icons come very close, even with the map fully 
zoomed, the user still has the Sites List under menu to make selections from. 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Providing a custom Glossary, Grain Size chart, or 
other supplementary documents


The tools menu of GeoExplore provide a default glossary of a selection of geology 
terminology, along with a grain size chart. 
 
For your field trip you may substitute a glossary and/or grain size chart of your 
preference. They need to be presented ideally as PDF’s. 
 
In addition, the main menu can activate up to 3 supplementary documents to 
support your field trip. For example, if you look at either of the Wye Valley field 
trips you will find an entry for a stratigraphic column, which links to a document 
including close-up photos of lithologies that will be encountered in the field. 
 
These supplementary documents could contain additional maps, photos, diagrams 
of fossils, cross-sections, borehole data, extracts from field notes, memoirs, 
anything that will support work in the field/classroom for your trip.


The only proviso is not to get too carried away with documents that incur very 
large file sizes (say tens of megabytes) as we require the user to download all the 
content for a field trip, possibly over the mobile phone network. It will also take up 
storage space on users phones - so please be considerate! 
 
Complete the table with file names of any Glossary, Grain Size Chart or other 
supplementary document you wish to be part of your field trip. 
 
 

Glossary document

Grain Size Chart

Supplementary document 1

Supplementary document 2

Supplementary document 3
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Creating Overlay Information 
 
If your field trip map has an overlay, then you may wish information to be displayed 
when the user touches different areas of the overlay, for example, the name of the 
rock unit touched. 
 
To achieve this you must supply an image, exactly the same size as the map, and 
coloured in solid colours, where each colour will be related to the information you 
require to be displayed when the user touches that area on the map. The user will 
not see this image, it is used internally by GeoExplore to relate touch areas to 
actions or information to display. 

For a geology overlay this image can be a duplicate of the geology image, using 
the same colours. The example below is from the Permian NE field trip. It is the 
same as the geology overlay but with no transparency applied and solid blocks of 
colour for the stratigraphic unit outcrops. 
 

The image should be saved as 
geofence.png 
and remember to ensure it is the 
same width and height in pixels as 
your map image. 
 
The PNG format is used as it 
avoids any colour change that can 
occur with JPEG compression.
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The information that can be displayed needs to be limited to around 30 characters, 
as shown below in the dark grey box.


Complete the following table to map the colours of the geofence image to the 
information. You can find the ‘value’ of colours in the geofence using programs like 
Photoshop, Blender, Just Color Picker. If this step presents you with a problem we 
can carry it out for you, so long as you supply the geofence image!

 

Colour value 
RRGGBB

Text to be displayed when this colour is touched
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Field Trip icon


 
Provide a small image, just 350 pixels high by 300 pixels wide which will be used a 
your Field Trip icon in the listing of Guided Field Trips in GeoExplore. 
 
The ‘i’ will be inserted by the app. 
 

 

Field Trip icon file (JPEG)
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Sending your Field Trip files for publication


Having completed all the required entries in this document, save it and along with 
all the other files that make up your Field Trip send the whole lot via a free file 
transfer service such as WeTransfer to myfieldtrip@deeptime.voyage 
 
 
We look forward to receiving your Field Trips.
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